We prove that several known upper bounds on the classical capacity of thermal and additive noise bosonic channels are actually strong converse rates. Our results strengthen the interpretation of these upper bounds, in the sense that we now know that the probability of correctly decoding a classical message rapidly converges to zero in the limit of many channel uses if the communication rate exceeds these upper bounds. In order for these theorems to hold, we need to impose a maximum photon number constraint on the states input to the channel (the strong converse property need not hold if there is only a mean photon number constraint). Our first theorem demonstrates that Koenig and Smith's upper bound on the classical capacity of the thermal bosonic channel is a strong converse rate, and we prove this result by utilizing the structural decomposition of a thermal channel into a pure-loss channel followed by an amplifier channel. Our second theorem demonstrates that Giovannetti et al.'s upper bound on the classical capacity of a thermal bosonic channel corresponds to a strong converse rate, and we prove this result by relating success probability to rate, the effective dimension of the output space, and the purity of the channel as measured by the Rényi collision entropy. Finally, we use similar techniques to prove that similar previously known upper bounds on the classical capacity of an additive noise bosonic channel correspond to strong converse rates.
Introduction
A principal goal of quantum information theory is to understand the transmission of classical data over many independent uses of a noisy quantum channel. We say that a fixed rate of communication is achievable if for every ε > 0 there exists a coding scheme using the channel a sufficiently large number of times such that its error probability is no larger than ε. The maximum achievable rate for a given channel is known as the classical capacity of the channel [15, 30] .
According to the above definition of capacity, there cannot exist an error-free communication scheme if its rate exceeds capacity. Such a statement is known as a "weak converse theorem," and even though it establishes capacity as a threshold, it suggests that it might be possible for one to increase the communication rate R by allowing for some error ε > 0 whenever R exceeds the capacity. However, a strong converse theorem (if it holds) demonstrates that there is no such room for a trade-off between rate and error in the limit of many independent uses of the channel (see Figure 1 (a) for a conceptual illustration of this idea). That is, a strong converse theorem establishes capacity as a very sharp threshold, so that it is guaranteed that the error probability of any communication scheme converges to one in the limit of many independent channel uses if its rate exceeds capacity. A strong converse theorem holds for the classical capacity of all classical channels [37, 1] , and a number of works have now established strong converse theorems for the classical capacity of certain quantum channels [36, 25, 21, 35] . Recently, a strong converse theorem has been proved to hold for the classical capacity of the pure-loss bosonic channel [34] .
The present paper considers the transmission of classical data over two bosonic channels: the thermal noise channel and the additive noise channel. In particular, we are interested in determining sharp thresholds for communication over them, in the strong converse sense mentioned above. Both of these channels are important models for understanding the ultimate information-carrying capacity of electromagnetic waves and have been investigated extensively [17, 9, 7, 12, 16, 20, 18, 19, 11, 23] . In the thermal noise channel, the environment begins in a thermal equilibrium and the channel mixes these noise photons with the signaling photons. More specifically, this channel is modeled as a beamsplitter with transmissivity η which mixes the signaling photons (with average photon number N S ) with a thermal state of average photon number N B . In the additive noise channel, each signal mode is randomly displaced in phase space according to a Gaussian distribution [14, 13] . Interestingly, the additive noise bosonic channel can be obtained as a limiting case of the thermal noise channel in which η → 1 and N B → ∞, with (1 − η)N B →n, wheren is the variance of the noise introduced by the additive noise channel [7] . This relation allows for extending many results regarding the thermal channel to the additive noise channel.
In this paper, we prove that several previously known upper bounds on the classical capacity of these channels are actually "strong converse rates" [7, 19, 11] . This means that the probability of successfully decoding a classical message converges exponentially fast to zero in the limit of many channel uses if the rate R of communication exceeds these strong converse rates. Previous work [7, 19, 11] has established that these upper bounds are "weak converse rates," meaning that there cannot be any error-free communication scheme if the rate R of communication exceeds them.
Having an upper bound serve as only a weak converse rate R W suggests that it might be possible for one to increase the communication rate R by allowing for some error ε > 0 whenever R > R W . Our work here demonstrates that there is no such room for a trade-off between rate and error in the limit of many independent uses of the channel (see Figure 1 (b) for a conceptual illustration of this idea). Thus, our work strengthens the interpretation of the upper bounds from [7, 12, 19, 11] .
Summary of results
We now give a brief summary of the present paper's two main contributions:
1. Following [34] , we begin by showing that a strong converse theorem need not hold for the classical capacity of the thermal noise channel and the additive noise channel whenever there is only a mean photon number constraint.
2. In light of the above observation and again following [34] , we impose instead a maximum photon number constraint, in such a way that nearly all of the "shadow" of the average density operator for a given code is required to be on a subspace with photon number no larger than a particular number, so that the shadow outside this subspace vanishes in the limit of many Figure 1 : (Color online) Weak converse versus strong converse rates for channels in which (a) the classical capacity is exactly known (such as the pure-loss bosonic channel [9, 34] ), and (b) only lower bounds and upper bounds are known, while the exact classical capacity is not known (such as the thermal channel). In both cases, the figures illustrate the idea that the error probability converges to one in the limit of many channel uses if a communication rate corresponds to a strong converse rate, whereas establishing a communication rate as a weak converse rate suggests that there exists room for a trade-off between communication rate and error proability. Achievable rates are such that there exists a communication scheme whose error probability converges to zero in the limit of many channel uses.
channel uses. Under such a maximum photon number constraint, we demonstrate that several previously known upper bounds [7, 12, 19, 11] on the classical capacity of the thermal and additive noise bosonic channels correspond to strong converse rates.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we review several preliminary ideas, including mathematical definitions of the thermal noise channel and additive noise channels and structural decompositions of them that are useful in our work. We also present the basic notions of the quantum Rényi entropy and its relation with smooth min-entropy [29] . Section 4 illustrates a simple proof that the strong converse need not hold with only a mean photon number constraint for the above two bosonic channels, following the approach given in [34] . In Section 5, we instead impose a maximum photon number constraint and prove that several previously known upper bounds [7, 12, 19, 11] on the classical capacity of the thermal noise channel and the additive noise channel are actually strong converse rates. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks and an outlook for future research, in particular the implications of our results for other noisy bosonic channels.
Preliminaries

Thermal noise channel
The thermal noise channel is represented by a Gaussian completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) map-i.e., it evolves Gaussian input states to Gaussian output states [33] . The thermal channel can be modeled by a beamsplitter of transmissivity η that couples the input signal with a thermal state of mean photon number N B . The parameter η ∈ [0, 1] characterizes the fraction of input pho-tons that make it to the output on average. The special case N B = 0 (zero-temperature reservoir) corresponds to the pure-loss bosonic channel E η,0 , in which each input photon has a probability η of reaching the output.
The beamsplitter transformation corresponding to the thermal channel can be written as the following Heisenberg evolution of the signal mode operatorâ and the environmental mode operatorb:â
Tracing out the environmental modeb yields the following CPTP map E η,N B for the thermal noise channel:
where ρ a and ρ b correspond to the input state and the environmental thermal state, respectively, and the unitary U can be inferred from the transformation in (1). The thermal state ρ b is equivalent to an isotropic Gaussian mixture of coherent states with average photon number N B ≥ 0 [6] :
As an example, we can see that a vacuum state at the input of the thermal channel produces the following thermal state at the output:
Despite extensive efforts to find the classical capacity of the thermal channel [17, 9, 7, 12, 20, 18, 19, 11] , it is still unknown. However, a few upper and lower bounds on it are now known. Holevo and Werner have shown that the classical capacity C(E η,N B ) of the thermal noise channel E η,N B satisfies [17] C
where
is the entropy of a bosonic thermal state with mean photon number x. They established this lower bound by proving that coherent-state coding schemes achieve the communication rate on the RHS of (5). It has been conjectured that the above lower bound is equal to the classical capacity of the thermal noise channel, provided that a certain minimum output entropy conjecture is true [7] . The results of [7, 12] establish the following upper bound on the classical capacity of the thermal bosonic channel: 1
This upper bound lies within 1.45 bits of the lower bound in (5). Koenig and Smith determined tight upper bounds on the classical capacity of the thermal noise channel whenever η = 1/2 [18, 20] , by proving a quantum entropy power inequality. They also established the following upper bound on the classical capacity C(E η,N B ) [19] :
This latter bound is also within 1.45 bits of the lower bound in (5) .
In this paper, we show that both of the upper bounds in (7) and (8) correspond to strong converse rates.
Additive noise channel
The additive noise channel is specified by the following CPTP map:
where Pn(α) = exp −|α| 2 /n /(πn) and D(α) ≡ exp(αâ † − α * â ) is a displacement operator for the input signal modeâ. The Gaussian probability distribution Pn(α) determines the random displacement of the signal modeâ in phase space. The variancen of this distribution completely characterizes the additive noise channel Nn, and it represents the number of noise photons added to the modeâ by the channel [13] . Forn = 0, the CPTP map in (9) reduces to the identity channel, while forn > 0, noise photons are injected into the channel. As an example, we can see that the action of the classical noise channel Nn on a vacuum-state input produces a thermal-state output:
Since the additive noise channel can be obtained from the thermal noise channel in the limit η → 1 and N B → ∞, with (1 − η)N B →n [7] (see also Appendix B for a review of this), many results regarding the thermal channel apply to the additive noise channel as well. For example, we obtain the following bounds on the classical capacity of the additive noise channel Nn simply by taking the aforementioned limit in (5), (7), and (8), respectively:
This last bound easily follows from (8), but as far as we can tell, it appears to be new. In this paper, we prove that both of the upper bounds in (12) and (13) correspond to strong converse rates.
Structural decompositions
Both the thermal and additive noise channels can be decomposed as a concatenation of other channels [8, 7, 2, 5] , and these decompositions are helpful in establishing upper bounds on capacity. We briefly review these decompositions in this section and, for convenience, give a full proof of them in Appendix B using the symplectic formalism [17, 33] . The thermal noise channel E η,N B can be regarded as the application of the additive noise channel N (1−η)N B to the output of the pure-loss bosonic channel E η,0 [7] :
The following alternative composition rule holds for the thermal noise channel [2] (see also [5] and [19] ):
where A G 1 is an amplifier channel with gain G 1 = (1 − η)N B + 1 and E η 1 ,0 is the pure-loss bosonic channel with transmissivity η 1 = η/G 1 . This means that the thermal noise channel E η,N B can be viewed as a cascade of the above two channels, in which the input state is propagated through the pure-loss bosonic channel and followed by the amplifier channel. Taking the limits η → 1 and N B → ∞, with (1 − η)N B →n, we obtain from (15) the following composition rule for the additive noise channel [8] :
Quantum Rényi entropy and smooth min-entropy
The quantum Rényi entropy H α (ρ) of a density operator ρ is defined for 0 < α < ∞, α = 1 as
It is a monotonic function of the "α-purity" Tr[ρ α ], and the von Neumann entropy H(ρ) is recovered from it in the limit α → 1: lim
The min-entropy is recovered from it in the limit as α → ∞:
where ρ ∞ is the infinity norm of ρ. For an additive noise channel Nn, the Rényi entropy H α (Nn(ρ)) for α ∈ {2, 3, . . .} achieves its minimum value when the input ρ is the vacuum state |0 [12] :
Similarly, for the thermal noise channel E η,N B , the Rényi entropy H α (E η,N B (ρ)) for α ∈ {2, 3, . . .} achieves its minimum value when the input ρ is the vacuum state |0 [12] :
One of the most important questions in quantum information theory is whether the vacuum input still gives the minimum output Rényi entropy for other values of α (with the case α = 1 being of especial importance [7] ). An elegant generalization of the Rényi entropy is the smooth Rényi entropy, first introduced by Renner and Wolf for classical probability distributions [28] . The results there were further generalized to the quantum case (density operators) by considering the set B ε (ρ) of density operators ρ that are ε-close to ρ in trace distance for ε ≥ 0 [27] . The ε-smooth quantum Rényi entropy of order α of a density operator ρ is defined as [27] 
In the limit as α → ∞, we recover the smooth min-entropy of ρ [27, 32] :
From the above, we see that the following relation holds
The following inequality is one of the main results of [28] , and it demonstrates a connection between the smooth min-entropy and the Rényi entropy of order α > 1:
For convenience, Appendix A reviews the proof of the above inequality from [28] .
Strong converse for the noiseless qubit channel
For a noiseless qubit channel, the argument for the strong converse theorem is rather simple [24, 21] , but it plays an important role in this work, so we review it briefly. Suppose that any scheme for classical communication over n noiseless qubit channels consists of an encoding of the message m as a quantum state on n qubits, followed by a decoding POVM {Λ m }. The rate of the code is R = (log 2 M )/n, and the success probability for a receiver to correctly recover the message is upper bounded as
In the above, we have used that the infinity norm ||ρ m || ∞ is never larger than one, and m Λ m = I ⊗n for any POVM {Λ m }. The above argument demonstrates that for a rate R > 1, the success probability of any communication scheme decreases exponentially fast to zero with increasing n. The above proof for the noiseless qubit channel highlights an interplay of the success probability of decoding with rate, the dimension of the channel output space, and the purity of the channel (quantified by the infinity norm of the output states of the channel). Our argument for the thermal and additive noise channel can be viewed as a generalization of the above proof.
No strong converse under a mean photon number constraint
If we allow the input signal states to have an arbitrarily large number of photons, then the classical capacity of the thermal noise channel is infinite [17] . Thus, in order to have a sensible notion of classical capacity for this channel, we must impose some kind of constraint on the photon number of the signaling states. A common constraint employed in the literature [17, 9] is that the mean number of photons in any codeword transmitted through the channel can be at most N S ≥ 0 for each use of the channel (mean photon number constraint). In this section, we show that a strong converse does not hold for the classical capacity of the thermal noise and additive noise bosonic channels under such a mean photon number constraint. The arguments presented here for proving this are the same as in [34] .
In order to show a violation of the strong converse with a mean photon number constraint, we consider the encoding of a classical message m into n-mode coherent-state codewords, where each codeword is independently sampled from an isotropic complex Gaussian distribution with variance P > N S [9, 34] . Let
denote each of the n-mode coherent-state codewords, and we demand that every such codeword in the codebook {|α n (m) } m∈ [M ] has mean photon number P > N S (letting M be the size of the message set and denoting the message set by [M ] ). The Holevo-Werner coding theorem [17] states that if we choose these codewords at a rate equal to
and transmit them over the thermal noise channel E η,N B , the receiver can decode them with arbitrarily large success probability. That is, as long as
and the number n of channel uses is sufficiently large, there exists a measurement {Λ m } m∈ [M ] and codebook such that
for ε an arbitrarily small positive number.
No strong converse with mixed-state codewords
What we can do to violate the strong converse is to pick P such that
where the term on the RHS is the upper bound from (7) on the capacity of a thermal channel E η,N B in which we allow for a mean photon number N S . We then modify the codebook given above so that each codeword has the following form:
with (1 − p)P = N S (mean photon number constraint) and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Observe that the mean photon number of these modified codewords is equal to N S so that we satisfy the mean photon number constraint. Transmitting these codewords through the thermal noise channel gives the state
The success probability for correctly decoding the codewords with the decoding measurement {Λ m } for the original code is then
The last inequality follows from (25) . The inequality in (28) proves that the success probability need not converge to zero in the limit of many channel uses for a rate larger than the upper bound on the classical capacity from (7) under a mean photon number constraint on each codeword in the codebook. A very similar argument proves that the strong converse need not hold for the classical capacity of the additive noise channel under only a mean photon number constraint.
No strong converse with pure-state codewords
In this section, we show that the the classical capacity for the thermal noise and the additive noise channels need not obey a strong converse when only a mean photon number constraint is imposed, even when restricting to pure-state codewords. The argument is again similar to that in [34] . This result is demonstrated by considering the rate to be larger than the upper bound in (8) for the thermal noise channel.
We follow the arguments in [34] and make use of an ancillary single photon to purify the mixed-state codewords in (26) to be as follows:
This additional mode has a negligible effect on the code parameters.
Following [34] , we can now show that the average number of photons in each codeword above is equal to
Thus, we can set p and n such that the mean number of photons is equal to N S (mean photon number constraint). It now follows by using the argument in (28) that the success probability of correctly decoding the message is larger than (1 − p)(1 − ε) (the receiver simply traces over the last mode and performs the POVM {Λ m }). This proves that a strong converse need not hold for the classical capacity of the thermal channel under a mean photon number constraint, even when restricting to pure-state codewords. Similar arguments can be used to show a similar result for the additive noise channel.
Strong converse rates under a maximum photon number constraint
In light of the results in the previous section, we can only hope that a strong converse theorem holds under some alternative photon number constraint. Let ρ m denote a codeword of any code that we wish to transmit through the thermal noise channel E η,N B with transmissivity η and the noise photon number N B . Following [34] , we impose a maximum photon-number constraint, by demanding that the average code-density operator has a large shadow onto a subspace with photon number no larger than some fixed amount nN S . In more detail, we define a photon number cutoff projector Π L projecting onto a subspace of n bosonic modes such that the total photon number is no larger than L:
where |a i is a photon number state of photon number a i . We demand that the following maximum photon number constraint is satisfied
where δ 1 (n) is a function that decreases to zero as n increases. A useful bound for us is that the rank of the photon number cutoff projector Π nN S cannot be any larger than 2 n[g(N S )+δ] and δ ≥ 1 n (log 2 e + log 2 (1 + 1 N S )) (Lemma 3 in Ref. [34] ), i.e.,
The constant δ can be chosen to be an arbitrarily small positive constant by taking n large enough.
In what follows, we prove that several previously known upper bounds [7, 12, 19, 11] on the classical capacity of the thermal and additive noise channels are actually strong converse rates.
Koenig-Smith bound is a strong converse rate for the thermal channel
Theorem 1 ( (8) is a strong converse rate for E η,N B ) For the thermal noise channel E η,N B , the average success probability of any code satisfying (30) is bounded as follows:
where E ⊗n η,N B denotes n instances of the thermal channel, δ 1 (n) is defined in (30), δ 2 , δ 3 are arbitrarily small positive constants, and δ 4 (n) is a function decreasing to zero as n increases. Thus, for any rate R > g (ηN S /[(1 − η)N B + 1]) + δ 2 + δ 3 , (note that we can pick δ 2 and δ 3 small enough) the success probability of any family of codes satisfying (30) decreases to zero in the limit of large n.
Proof. We can consider the thermal noise channel E η,N B as a cascade of a pure-loss bosonic channel E η 1 ,0 followed by an amplifier channel A G 1 (recall the discussion in Section 3.3):
where the gain of the amplifier channel is G 1 = (1 − η)N B + 1 and the pure-loss bosonic channel has transmissivity
The average success probability of correctly decoding any code satisfying (30) can then be written with the above decomposition rule and bounded as
The first equality is obtained by using the decomposition rule stated above. The second equality follows by defining A ⊗n
. The first inequality is a special case of the inequality
which holds for 0 ≤ Λ ≤ I, ρ, σ ≥ 0, and Tr{ρ}, Tr{σ} ≤ 1. The second inequality follows from a variation of the Gentle Measurement Lemma [26, 36] for ensembles, which states that
, ρ x } where x p X Tr{Λρ x } ≥ 1 − ε and 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. It also follows from an application of Lemma 4 of [34] , with δ 4 (n) chosen as given there.
We now focus on the first term in the above expression to obtain the upper bound in the statement of the theorem:
The first inequality follows since ||E ⊗n η 1 ,0 (ρ m )|| ∞ ≤ 1. The first equality is a consequence of the fact that m Λ m = I for any POVM {Λ m } and that the adjoint of any CPTP map is unital. The last equality follows from (31) and from the fact that the rate R = (log 2 M )/n. Thus, we arrive at the statement of the theorem-if the rate R > g(ηN s ), we can choose the constants δ 2 , δ 3 to be arbitrarily small such that R > g(ηN s ) + δ 2 + δ 3 , and the success probability decreases to zero in the limit of n → ∞.
Koenig-Smith-like bound is a strong converse rate for the additive noise channel
Recall that the additive noise channel Nn can be realized as a pure-loss bosonic channel E η 2 ,0 with transmissivity η 2 = 1/(n + 1) followed by an amplifier channel A G 2 with gain G 2 = (n + 1) (see Appendix B for details), i.e.,
Then it follows from Theorem 1, by making the replacement (1 − η)N B →n in the thermal noise channel results, that the upper bound in (13) is a strong converse rate for the additive noise channel. That is, the average success probability of correctly decoding any code under a maximum photon number constraint decreases to zero as n becomes large for any rate R > g (N S /(n + 1)).
Giovannetti et al. bound is a strong converse rate for the thermal channel
We now prove that the upper bound in (7) corresponds to a strong converse rate for the thermal channel under a maximum photon number constraint. In order to prove that, it is essential to show that if most of the probability mass of the input state is in a subspace with photon number no larger than nN S , then the most of the probability mass of the thermal channel output is in a subspace with photon number no larger than n(ηN S + (1 − η) N B ).
Lemma 1 Let ρ (n) denote a density operator on n modes satisfying
where δ 1 (n) is a function of n decreasing to zero as n increases. Then
where E ⊗n η,N B represents n instances of the thermal noise channel, δ 5 is an arbitrarily small positive constant, and δ 6 (n) is a function of n decreasing to zero as n → ∞.
Proof. Recall the structural decomposition of the thermal noise channel from (14):
This decomposition states that a thermal noise channel with transmissivity η and noise power N B can be realized as a concatenation of a pure-loss channel of transmissivity η followed by a classical noise channel N (1−η)N B . Thus, a photon number state |k k| input to the thermal noise channel leads to an output of the following form:
The classical noise channel has the following action on a photon number state [7, 3] :
Important properties of the distribution λ l are that it decays exponentially to zero as l → ∞ and has finite second moment. It follows from (37) that
The eigenvalues above represent a distribution over photon number states at the output of the thermal noise channel E η,N B , which we can write as a probability distribution over l given the input k:
The above probability distribution has its mean equal to ηk + (1 − η) N B . The reason is that the mean photon number of the input is equal to k, and the mean photon number of the output is equal to a linear combination of the input mean photon numbers. Furthermore, it inherits from the distribution in (38) the properties of having finite second moment and an exponential decay to zero as l → ∞. Supposing that the input state satisfies the maximum photon-number constraint in (30), we now observe that
The inequality follows from the Gentle Measurement Lemma [26, 36] . Since there is photodetection at the output (i.e., the projector Π n(ηN S +(1−η)N B +δ 5 ) is diagonal in the number basis), it suffices for us to consider the input Π nN S ρ (n) Π nN S to be diagonal in the photon-number basis, and we write this as
where |a n represents strings of photon number states. Continuing, we find that (40) is equal to
where the distribution p (l n |a n ) ≡ n i=1 p (l i |a i ) and each p (l i |a i ) is defined from (39).
In order to obtain a lower bound on the expression in (41), we analyze the term
on its own under the assumption that i a i ≤ nN S . Let L i |a i denote a conditional random variable with distribution p (l i |a i ), and let L n |a n denote the sum random variable:
where the inequality follows from the constraint i a i ≤ nN S . Since
it follows that
and so the expression in (43) is the probability that a sum of independent random variables deviates from its mean by no more than δ 5 . There are several ways to proceed with bounding the probability in (43) from below. Since all of the random variables L i |a i have finite second moment, we can employ the Chebyshev inequality to bound (43) from below by 1 − C/n, where C is a constant depending on the maximum variance of the L i random variables and the deviation δ 5 . However, if we would like to prove that there is a stronger rate of convergence, the fact that the random variables are unbounded might seem to be problematic. Nevertheless, one could employ the truncation method detailed in Section 2.1 of [31] , in which each random variable L i |a i is split into two parts:
where I (·) is the indicator function and T is a truncation parameter taken to be very large (much larger than max i a i , for example). We can then split the sum random variable into two parts as well:
We can use the union bound to argue that
The idea from here is that for a random variable L i |a i with sufficient decay for large values, we can bound the first probability for L n |a n >T from above by ε/δ 5 for ε an arbitrarily small positive constant (made small by taking T larger) by employing the Markov inequality. We then bound the second probability for L n |a n ≤T using a Chernoff bound, since these random variables are bounded. This latter bound has an exponential decay due to the ability to use a Chernoff bound. So, the argument is just to make ε arbitrarily small by increasing the truncation parameter T , and for n large enough, exponential convergence to zero kicks in. We point the reader to Section 2.1 of [31] for more details. By using either approach, we arrive at the following bound:
where δ 6 (n) is a function decreasing to zero as n → ∞. Finally, we put this together with (41) to obtain that
The above lemma can be extended to the additive noise channel by employing the relation of this channel to the thermal channel (discussed in Section 3.3). For the additive noise channel Nn, it follows that if the input state is in the subspace with photon number no larger than nN S , then the additive noise output is projected with very high probability onto a subspace with photon number no larger than n(N S +n).
We now proceed to prove that the upper bounds in (7) and (12) are strong converse rates.
Theorem 2 ( (7) is a strong converse rate) The average success probability of any code satisfying (30) is bounded as follows:
where E ⊗n η,N B denotes n instances of the thermal channel, and δ is an arbitrarily small positive constant. Thus, if R > [g (ηN S + (1 − η) N B ) − log 2 (1 + 2(1 − η)N B )], then we can pick δ and δ 5 decreasing to zero for large n, such that the success probability of any family of codes satisfying (30) decreases to zero as n → ∞.
Proof. Consider the success probability of any code satisfying the maximum photon-number constraint in (30) 
From the assumption that 1
Lemma 1 allows us to conclude that
where the functions and constants are as given there. Using the Gentle Measurement Lemma for ensembles [26, 36] , we find that
We now focus on the term
Rather than working with the states E 
Now, this last bound holds regardless of which σ m we pick, so we optimize over all of them that are ε-close to E bound on the success probability, leading to
The quantity inf σm∈B ε E ⊗n η,N B
(ρm) σ m ∞ is related to the smooth min-entropy via
so we replace the expression above by
The first inequality follows by taking a supremum over all input states. The first equality follows because m Λ m = I. The second inequality follows from the upper bound in (31) on the rank of the photon number subspace projector. The last few lines follow by applying the following relation from [29] between the smooth min-entropy H ε min E ⊗n η,N B (ρ m ) and the quantum Rényi entropy
where the last two lines above follow from the main result of [7, 12] , that the output Rényi entropy of order two is minimized by the n-fold tensor-product vacuum state. We now see that we can choose ε = 1 n , and we arrive at the following bound
Putting everything together, we arrive at the following inequality:
This upper bound on the success probability demonstrates that for a rate
we can choose δ 5 and δ small enough so that the success probability decreases to zero in the limit of large n.
Giovannetti et al. bound is a strong converse rate for the additive noise channel
Using (36), it follows that we can take the limit (1 − η)N B →n (with N B → ∞ and η → 1) to prove that the upper bound in (12) serves as a strong converse rate for the additive noise channel Nn.
The arguments for showing the strong converse rate for the thermal channel then apply for the additive noise channel, and we can say that, for the additive noise channel, the average success probability under a maximum photon number constraint decreases to zero with many channel uses if R > [g (N S +n) − log 2 (1 + 2n)].
Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that several previously known upper bounds on the classical capacity for the thermal noise and additive noise channels are actually strong converse rates. We did this by imposing a particular maximum photon number constraint, guaranteeing that the inputs to the channel have almost all of their shadow on a subspace with photon number no larger than nN S . The classical capacity of these two channels are not exactly known; however, our results strengthen the interpretation of known upper bounds on the classical capacity of these two channels, so that there is no room for a trade-off between the communication rate and error probability. Besides having an application to proving security in some particular models of cryptography [22] , it should be possible to extend our results to multiple-access bosonic channels, i.e., bosonic channels in which two or more senders communicate to a common receiver over a shared channel [38] . Note: After the completion of this work, we discovered very recently that Giovannetti, Holevo, and Garcia-Patron proposed a solution to the long-standing minimum output entropy conjecture [10] (in fact a more general Gaussian optimizer conjecture). Their results imply that the lower bounds in (5) and (11) are in fact upper bounds as well, so that they have identified the classical capacity of these channels. After browsing their proof, we think that it should be possible to combine their results with the development here in order to prove that the rates in (5) and (11) are in fact strong converse rates (so that there is a strong converse theorem for the classical capacity of these channels). In order to arrive at this conclusion, one would need at the very least to extend their development in Section 6 to prove that the minimum output Rényi entropy for all α ≥ 1 is minimized by the vacuum state. One could then take a similar approach as we did in the last few steps of the proof of Theorem 2. However, this remains the subject of future research.
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A generalization of the above proof to the quantum setting considering all density operators ρ that are ε-close to density operator ρ for ε > 0 gives the following relation between quantum smooth min-entropy H ε min (ρ) and the quantum Rényi entropy H α (ρ) (23) :
The same proof works for density operators that act on a separable Hilbert space (since such density operators are diagonalized by a countable orthonormal basis), which is the case for our considerations in this paper.
B Structural decompositions of the bosonic channels using symplectic formalism
Here, for completeness, we review in detail an argument for the structural decompositions of the bosonic channels using the symplectic formalism [4, 33] (however, note that these results were well known much before the present paper). In this formalism, the action of a Gaussian channel is characterized by two matrices X and Y which act as follows on covariance matrix Γ
where X T is the transpose of the matrix X. Such a map is called as the symplectic map which applies to any Gaussian channel. Below we describe the symplectic transformations for each of the channels Nn, E η,0 , A G , and E η,N B :
• The additive noise channel Nn with variancen is given by X = I and Y = 2n I,
where I represents the identity matrix.
• The pure-loss channel E η,0 with transmissivity η < 1 is given by X = √ η I and Y = (1 − η) I.
• The thermal noise channel E η,N B with transmissivity η < 1 and noise photon number N B is given by X = √ η I and Y = (1 − η)(2N B + 1) I.
• The amplifier channel A G with gain G > 1 is given by X = √ G I and Y = (G − 1) I.
We now show that the additive noise channel Nn can be regarded as a pure-loss bosonic channel E η,0 with η = 1/(n+1) followed by an amplifier channel A G with G = (n+1). To do so, we substitute Following a similar approach we can find the other structural decompositions in (14) and (15) 
